The Vander Weeles' Bulgarian Adventure: A Sequel

Life in 1990s Bulgaria wasn’t easy but made the family fall in love. They are back 30 years later.

AUBG Alums, Double Your Impact Now!

Gifts by American University in Bulgaria graduates will go twice as far until June 30. --

Uniting Bulgarians Here, There & Everywhere

Hristo Boyadzhiev wants to help Bulgarians work together, no matter where they live.

Pervasive Integrity Is the Best Antidote to Corruption

Major corruption can only be curbed through investigations by strong, independent media and institutions, says Philip Gounev, board chairman of the Anti-Corruption Fund and former deputy interior minister. But we can all fight everyday corruption by being honest and demanding honesty from others.

Lessons to the World from Bulgaria

Food, Music, Science. What Brings You Here?

When Should a Place in Power Headline, Staff-

Children's Harmony - Sofia, Bulgaria

Save the Date

Training Opportunity in the US for Bulgarian Agriculture Professionals

Trained at key points in the 2020 Leaders in Agriculture Program of the America for Bulgaria Foundation.

Attention, Bulgarian Journalists: Apply for a Media Fellowship in the US

The America for Bulgaria Foundation and World Press Institute are offering an exciting opportunity for a Bulgarian journalist.

Kardzhali Celebrates the Month of America

February is the Month of America in Kardzhali and will feature a series of cultural events organized by the Friends of the America...